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Diane Saxon
The Ex
Sometimes your past just won't let go...
As a heat wave grips the country, DS Jenna Morgan is called to a domestic incident at the home of a young family in
Ironbridge. Pregnant Imelda Cheetham-Epstein has been found unconscious by her husband, Zak with serious head
injuries. When Jenna arrives on the scene, she discovers something even more disturbing – the couple's eleven-monthold son, Joshua, is missing and the race against time begins to find him.
Is this an accident or something more sinister?
Are the two incidents linked?
Or has something in the Cheetham-Epstein's past caught up with them?
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Lindsey Hutchinson
The Hat Girl From Silver Street
Life is tough for Ella Bancroft. After her father, Thomas, is wheelchair-bound by an accident at the tube works, the
responsibility for keeping a roof over their head falls to Ella. Ella's mother died when she was ten, and her sister Sally
lives with her no-good, work-shy husband Eddy, so is no help at all. If she and her father are to keep the bailiffs from
the door, then Ella must earn a living. But Ella is resourceful as well as creative, and soon discovers she has a gift for
millinery. Setting up shop in the front room of their two-up, two-down home in Silver Street, Walsall, Ella and Thomas
work hard to establish a thriving business. Before long, the fashionable ladies of the Black Country are lining up to
wear one of Ella's beautiful creations, and finally Ella dares to hope for a life with love, friendship and family.
Meeting the man she longs to marry should be a turning point for Ella, but life's twists and turns can be cruel. As the
winter grows colder, events seem to conspire to test Ella's spirit. And by the time spring is approaching, will the hat
girl of Silver Street triumph, or will Ella have to admit defeat as all her dreams are tested.
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Alison Sherlock
The Village Of Lost And Found
Scandal hit party girl Lucy Conway needs to leave London fast, so she packs her bags and escapes to the sleepy village
of Cranbridge to take care of her beloved Uncle Frank. But the country village isn't quite as idyllic as she remembers. To
make matters worse, her Uncle's pride and joy, The Cranbridge Times, is close to going out of business. Editor-at-Large
Tom Addison is having a crisis of confidence and needs help if the newspaper is going to survive. With time on her
hands, can Lucy work some magic and together save the family newspaper?
Over a long, hot summer, friendships are made and hearts begin to heal. And, with the help of a stray dog, perhaps
Lucy and Tom can find their very own new beginning...
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Jessica Redland
All You Need Is Love
When you've loved and lost, how do you find the strength to let love in again?
Jemma thinks she's found the love of her life. Scott is everything she ever dreamed of and she can't wait to begin the
next stage of their life together. But just as she is heading for her happy ever after, a shock revelation shatters Jemma's
life as she knows it. Left to pick up the pieces, Jemma's friends and family rally round to help her find the courage
to move on. Sam thinks he has his future all worked out. A thriving career, lovely home and an amazing fiancée. But
when tragedy strikes, he finds himself alone, far from everyone he cares about. Did he do the right thing by running
away and trying to rebuild the tatters of his life alone?
This is the story of Jemma and Sam. Two lost souls, desperately trying to find closure and happiness. When a chance
meeting brings them together a friendship is formed, but the guards are up. Will it finally be their turn for a happy ever
after? Or will the secrets from their pasts prevent them from moving on?
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Jane Lovering
Home On Folly Farm
To escape the pain of a breaking heart, Dora swapped city living for life as a shepherdess on her grandad's Yorkshire
farm. More than a decade later Dora is still there, now farming the fifty acres and caring for the one hundred rare sheep
by herself. She never hears the call of the city, but instead relishes the peace and simplicity of life on the Dales. When
Dora's glamorous but quarrelsome sister Cass, her teenage nephew Thor and his tutor Nat, turn up for an unexpected
and unreasonably long stay, life on the farm is thrown into chaos. Cass brings with her unwelcome memories from the
past, and Nat reminds Dora of someone who once stole her heart. Dora takes refuge in the comforting routine of the
farm, the sheep never allowing her too much time to dwell. But, as the seasons change, the snow starts to melt, and
as lambs begin to fill the fields, Dora can't keep hiding in the hills. Because even though she's trying, Dora can't run
away from a love that never really let her go...
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Kirsty Ferguson
Who Do You Trust?
A perfect sunny day, a family celebration, a heart-stopping hour that changes everything...
Dana has all she ever wanted – a husband she loves, her four-year-old daughter Kelsey who is the apple of her eye,
and another baby on the way to complete her perfect family. But then the worst fear that Dana has, comes true, and
everything she thought she knew, she now starts to doubt. As her world comes crashing around her, who can Dana
trust? Her husband Logan who seems to be getting worryingly close to Dana's best friend Pippa? Her new friend
Melanie who has a sinister habit of turning up in the strangest places? Her parents and her sister, who Dana knows
are keeping a terrible secret from her? Matt, who says he's Dana's friend, but sometimes she's not so sure? Or will
Dana discover that it's a dangerous mistake to trust anyone...
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Sarah Bennett
Summer Kisses At Mermaids Point
Laurie Morgan runs a café in the small seaside community of Mermaids Point, named after the beauties rumoured
to live in the waters a few miles off the top of the point. When a hazy image is posted online of what appears to be
a mermaid, the café and the village are soon full to bursting with curious sightseers. The most eye-catching of the
new arrivals is handsome author, Jake Smith, who has rented a cottage for the summer while he works on his new
book. Or so he says. In fact, he is a journalist, burned out and disillusioned with life, whose editor has sent him on a
crack-pot hunt for mermaids... Jake quickly finds himself drawn to village life, and to the gorgeous woman who runs
the local café. But he soon suspects there's trouble lurking beneath the idyllic façade, and when it looks like Laurie's
family might be involved, Jake faces a difficult choice. Pursue the truth, or protect the woman he's beginning to fall
in love with...
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Coming soon...
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